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Magazines for THOSE girls, fuuuuuuck you, it’s official,
YOU are my problem, with your shiny skin and your boho
skirts, your straighteners and your issues, £2.99 to shit on
my ego is more than I can afford thanks. Fat or thin I’ve
got places to be, and they are as far away from you as
possible. You blow dry your hair for hours and cry at
Disney films, you float about in flowers and twat on about
nothing on your cell phones. You want me to worry about
men and feel guilty about sex? Fuck you, I’ve been able
to handle men for years, it’s women who scare me and it’s
your fault because you’ve turned feminism into a war
zone, you’ve created a monster and the monster is you.
I’m done with this shit out of you, I don’t look like her or
them or say that or hate myself for whatever you decide is
out now, I don’t have time. You patronise me with stories
about plastic wankers in tinsel town and the issues you
invent for them. You don’t represent me or anything I
think. You infiltrate the minds of the women around me
and turn us into our own worst enemies. Pipe the fuck
down about losing weight and instead give some column
space to the fact that we have ambition, imagination,
a sense of humour and something to say.
I hold you responsible for those scary fucking women out
there, and for making me think I need to be like them to
get by.You can’t keep a good girl down, but you can die
trying and fuck off while you do.You got it all wrong, and
we’ve got other ideas. We don’t read womens magazines,
they’re shit. We write KB, because fuck, someone had to.
Marie Berry

Q
C

No it hasn't,
no they
wouldn't.
And no,
we don't.

Welcome to
KnockBack...
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94.32% of adverts are
tooth grinding,change channel
and leave the house bad,but why?
There is an inexhaustible
supply of art school
graduates, galleries and
creatives for ad agencies to
rape, rip off and fleece at
great personal gain, so why
do they insist on re-hashing
the same old pile of shit
every time a new car comes
out? Maybe it’s because the
car’s the same old shit,
but hey we all have to tip our
hats and say woo to the Mint
Royale ‘singin in the rain’
Golf GTI that hit our screens
on behalf of the relatively
exactly the same GTI.
Well done Honda, doing a
good job at pretending to be
original, but hey that’s Der
lauf der dinge.
My disdain for advertising
although passionate,
is largely un-researched,

the people I know who work
in advertising are alright,
sort of. They do largely
constitute a massive bunch of
coke heads (see:Why we
don’t want to be coke heads)
hair gel skanks with no balls
(see: The rapist page) who
get paid for sucking out our
souls and selling them to
idiots (see: Corporate cunts
issue 28) and in the process
infect our pubs with their
idea thieving evil, come to
our parties with their perfect
ten girlfriends and steal our
fucking cabs (see: interview
with an ad man issue 28).
Fucking Hate: Imagine a
world without Closer, Cosmo,
Gossip, Glamour, OK and
Heat? Cool.
Peugeot, how can men be
back? They never went away.

Ok it’s old but it got on my
nerves so seriously that I still
want to say - Melanie Sykes
harping on about nothing in a
butch northern accent,
‘strange the things we inherit,
daaark eyes, looky us’ come
on Melanie, lucky you? Lucky
everyone. She should say,
‘strange the things we inherit,
eyes, looky us.’ Bugger off
back to Boddingtons.
Urm aren’t Fashion and Style
best mates? I’ve seen them in
Liberty’s whispering to each
other and pointing at big
chicks. FCUK off, and take
your stupid fucking ad men
with you.
Cobra are billing their beer
as low-carb. Beer for people
on Atkins? Aren’t they in All
Bar One drinking chardonnay
and hating themselves?
They probably should be.

Things that I must be too
stupid for: Bifidus digestivum,
Nutri-colourant complex,
Fruit micro waxes, Nutrileum,
Texturising fibre glue gel,
ADN Vegetal with Early
Botanical DNA, Pro-retinol A,
Micro Beads, Par-Elastyl,
Bio-Vegetal Enzymes.
Quite Like: The Mastercard
advert where she spends a
fortune dressing up for a
wedding and the look on her
ex-boyfriends face is
priceless. In real life your
ex-boyfriend’s in New York on
business and hasn’t turned
up, or else you’re running to
the shop for milk and rubbers
and the look on your ex’s face
is far from priceless, but his
new girlfriend has a million
dollar smile and looks better
in your t-shirt than you did.
All the Carlsberg ads are
worth a mention but my not
too shabby award goes to the
flatmates one. If Carlsberg
made adverts they’d make
Carlsberg adverts. (You can
have that one boys).

ë

Of The Week...

Q
Question of the weak:
What was I thinking?
Sandwich of the week:
Bacon
Destination of the weak:
Ho me
Romantic notion of the week:
Love
Day of the weak:
Yesterday

Fuck off
Melanie
Sykes,
looky yo
Lucky ev u?
ery
who gets one
ey
She shou es.
ld
‘eyes, loo say
ky us’.

More questions next week?
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by General Eysing,
military affiliation unknown:

Sexual Encounters

We can no longer ignore the power that the
Modern Woman possesses, or the threat that
she poses to the authority of our species.
Reports confirm that Men are unable to
understand Woman and her desires, causing
confusion and dissension amongst the ranks.
Due to my experience in this area I have been
authorised to divulge facets of expertise that
until now had only been known by a select and
clandestine elite.

Females under 18 fall under the jurisdiction of
Sect. 814b and should be avoided wherever
possible). Each “Class” is unique and beset
with its own idiosyncrasies. Quickly
determining which “Class” of Woman you are
confronted with is an art form which when
learned could, and probably will save your life.
These rules are steadfast, and apply to all
Women. Remember these sexual “Classes”
well. Woman: Tease, Slag, Whore, Bitch,
Slut. It is important to note that any traditional
or derogatory interpretation of these words is
best forgotten. Read and learn:

Woman is no ordinary opponent. What follows
is instruction to aid you in the navigation of any
obstacles that Woman may erect in your path
“ Woman” refers to the general social persona
and to better assist you on the battlefield of
portrayed by any female, dependent on the
sexual encounter.
environmental situation in which She is
There are five types or “Classes” of Woman
discovered: this may vary wildly, you may meet
(these rules DO NOT account for Girls.
Teacher, Housewife, Waitress, Feminist,
Dancer... a veritable plethora of guises.

The two “Shell Classes” of Woman are usually
pre-emptive defensive mechanisms. The first of
these is the Tease, a slippery type. Once one
has realised that a Woman is a Tease, one
should be wary, for the Tease is almost entirely
a front. Underneath the Tease exists one of the
remaining “Classes” (i.e. Slag, Slut or Whore)
and Gentlemen I warn you: it will require a
large amount of energy expenditure to
discover precisely with which you are
confronted. Teasing requires self-awareness,
confidence and intelligence; although these
females make excellent double operatives
Teases often make difficult partners. Should
you succeed in penetrating the Tease’s shell,
and engage in the sexual process, only then
will you truly be able to tell which one of the
“Classes” you are dealing with, and be able to
manipulate that female for your ends.
The Bitch, however, is a “Shell” which has
evolved through, and experienced each of the
sexual classes as listed below. Regularly found
flaunting their undoubted sexuality without
care for providing satisfaction, the Bitch is often
a veteran, and to be respected. Tending to be
physically intimidating, the Bitch is a persona
adopted by those Women who desire control
and power in their lives. As with the Tease, the
Bitch is a “Shell”, a social layer that needs to be
cracked before one can discover which of the
sexual “Classes” lurks beneath. Bitches are
often Sluts in disguise, though this is not always
the case. Bitches properly handled are of
immeasurable value, due to their tendency
towards beauty, but handle with care. Dealings
with Bitches should be left to the more qualified
among us.
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Why we don’t want to be
Coke heads:
(bullet pointed)

Identifying potential hazards
is key to avoiding them.
Be aware, be alert, be safe.
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the reality that most Whores do not require
The most common of the sexual “Classes”
financial reward for their work, rather, in this
amongst Western Woman is the Slag:
potentially the most dangerous of all the
“ Class,” Woman is capable of extracting
“Classes.” The Slag tends to be a confused
whatever material justification for her activities
organism, ill at ease with it’s sexual weaponry,
that she should desire. Often Whores are
and consequently the easiest “Class” to
evolved Slags, still existing in a state of (slightly
subdue, but be warned, for the Slag generally
more illuminated) confusion. Whores are the
seeks emotional recompense for her work,
easiest of the “Classes” to control, but the
even though this may not be deserved. For, as
hardest to own; often Whores withdraw from
you will learn Gentlemen, the Slag is usually
actual conscious involvement in their activities,
unaware of The Rules. Similarly to Sluts, Slags
instead simply perceiving the future which they
are wanton in the expression of their sexuality
are attempting to craft for themselves.
but Sluts are aware of it. Slags are easily
One must never underestimate the social
wounded, particularly with accusations about
dexterity of the Whore, for they are most at
their motives, of which they are invariably
ease and often adept at interchanging their
unaware. Beware the wounded Slag, for its fury “ Class” to suit the situation: Whores are often
is that of the wounded tiger or charging rhino.
not revealed to be so until one of Our Number
Slags are most often civilians, merely allowing
is legally bound to them, and what often follows
chaotic agents to act without sanction. Watch
is an excruciating extrication from the situation.
and evaluate, for there is scope for the Slag to
For preventative measures, see my notes on
evolve into the Slut or Whore, both infinitely
Pre-Nuptial Agreements. Again, Whores
more valuable commodities.
make excellent double agents, as they are
often as unsympathetic to their own kind as
Almost as common is the Whore. Whilst almost
they are to ours.
self-explanatory it is imperative to underline

The Slut or final “Class,” is arguably the
highest “Class” of Woman, and often evolved
into. Sluts are the most hidden of the “Classes,”
and fortunately retain the greatest taboo.
Our propaganda campaign continues to
succeed in convincing civilian women that the
negative connotations of the word are
necessary to avoid. The Slut is the sexual
being that enjoys sex for the sake of it, and we
at HQ are still undecided as to how to classify
them, for they perform their function without
care for The Rules, aiding and hampering our
progress in equal measure. They are the most
difficult to bring over to our side, but strategic
planning can result in effective utilisation
of a Slut.

Whereas Slags and Whores require
compensation for their sexual performance,
the Slut merely requires an equivalent attitude.
Be warned, failure to comply can often result in
character and / or physical defamation,
potentially harmful to future missions. Sluts are
the only “Class” that we at HQ recommend
taking as a wife / partner, but make sure your
emotions are reciprocated; instances in which
previously unflappable men have been broken
by a Slut are not rare.
Identifying potential hazards is key to avoiding
them. Be aware, be alert, be safe.
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Dinner
Dates
Fashion

It’s not so much what not to wear but oh my
god, a date, to wear what?

raped by the high street, by ‘ten for a pand’
Claire and her lil’ shop a horrors.
The amount of cleavage you want to show is a
matter of opinion. I have whopping great big
knockers and I like to wear a top which
doesn’t show any cleavage line when I am
sitting bolt upright, but when I slouch or
drop something and have to bend over
HELLO BOOBIES. Make eye contact on your
way up.Work it, own it.

Temperature. Careful.You don’t want to
sweat, or freeze.You want it to be perfect.
What about a slim black cardie, which you
can slip on and off (leaning forward).
About coats, they are just as important as
knickers. First and last impressions count, as
If you love your boobs (and you should) then does the time back to his/yours on the walk,
wear something low cut. The top half is the
bus, train, tube, cab. It’s all about Mr
half to pay the most thought to, as apart from Nightbus. Extra time for changing your
when you go to the toilet, the neck, shoulders mind.
and boobs will be the most visible. This is not
to say that you should forget about your BLTs Wear something which aids digestion. Size 8
but think great bra, sexy but comfortable top skinny jeans are a no no, unless of course you
and perhaps an intricately designed
breath easy in size 8 skinny jeans in which
necklace (depending on the detail of your
case I suspect that dinner dates are not your
top or earrings). Earrings: only go for
cup of peppermint tea anyway. Jeans are
sparkly and dangly if you must, as what was
classic date attire. Dark denim is best, as is a
once a glamorous dating look has been
pair that fit well on the arse.
Here I am with my vintage car-load of fashion
degrees to tell you about classic first date
dinner wear. Obviously it depends on the
restaurant and ra ra ra, but there is always
room for advice.

self-contro
l

by
Clem
entine
Deliss

I hear congrats are in order: you’ve found a man
who wants to take you to dinner,
not just ‘grab a kebab’ on the way home.
How classic, classy and grown up...
A proper date should and can be everything
you want it to be and more. Going on a
dinner date is exciting. Food, and a hot man.
Your hot man. A hot man who will engage you
in flirting whilst drinking fine wine and
being waited upon.You are a unit, albeit
table 9, and a good date is like a good job
interview, rewarding.

Hairy legs
aid

Makeup. Think sexy eyes rather than big red
lips. But I am prone to scoffing my food, so
lipstick helps me eat slowly and encourages
graceful movements. Stressful though.
Footwear. Strictly no trainers. It is not even
up for discussion. No brand spanking new
shoes either, you do not want it to be blister
city down there.You want to be able to strut
your stuff confidently and comfortably.

Girls, ladies, daters. Save your old
favourites, those trusty tops. They are not for
first dates. He is not worth it yet. Buy or
borrow a new top, it’s therapeutic. In with
the new.
Essentially, you want to feel comfortable,
sexy and confident whilst looking a bit
delicious.Which you will. One last word
regards perfume: Spray and walk.
Spray and walk. Just twice,
in that order.
Otherwise you will taste
disgusting later.

Hair. Do not do anything dramatically
different. It is not your wedding day. It will
probably look weird and you’ll never make
that much effort again, which he’ll resent.
Check the exaggerating with no exclamation Next time:
Dinner Dates Eating
marks.
Hair hair hair. Remember the good old days
when straighteners were just a vision and it
was acceptable to go and have a wash ‘n
blow dry at your local salon? (I was a
Saturday girl then so it’s true).Well, I am
standing up to say what a wonderful thing to
go and do before a date. How Hollywood. It
doesn’t have to be expensive, and it’ll make
you feel special and gorgeous and frizz-less
and bouncy. Much better than straighteners,
which make you hot and sweaty and look like
every schoolgirl on the bus and hollerback
mama on the block. (Look forward to ‘Burn
your straighteners, liberate the follicle
energy and do away with hair science’
Issue 28).

www.buyafashiondegreefor50p.com
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Mooncup
(Part One) by Hilary Hazard

There's a moment when I picture myself in A+E with
this fucking tab sticking out of me and a
handsome doctor with a pair of pliers looming.
Wait, there's a thought, I've got pliers.

A Mooncup is the modern alternative to Tampons.Tampons
are environmentally unsound, and expensive, and there is
something fundamentally wrong with jamming a load of
cotton up you to stop red globby leakage. It's so Victorian,
when woman tied a rag around their waists and stayed at
home for five to seven days to think about what they'd done.
There is room for improvement and twenty years worth of
potential improvement more to the point. And the women
said, let there be Mooncup, and lo, Mooncup was born.

It's not that much of a stretch is it? From
absorbing it to collecting it in a cup. I heard
about Mooncups on the back of a toilet door
in the Odeon on Ealing Broadway, I snuck out
of Star Wars (because it's shit) and was
killing time. 'Mooncup, the healthy,
environmentally friendly alternative to
Tampons' I took the phone number and
returned to my seat. Later I asked around,
and people knew, or had heard about this
new sensation. It appealed to my contempt
for Tampax (the company, the adverts, the
instructions, the product) and although
people had heard of it, actual cup
experience was not forthcoming. I got online
and ordered the 'B' cup because I haven't
given birth and I'm not 30+, paid a slightly
pricey £17.99 and waited. Seven to fourteen
days later it arrived in a very Brighton hemp
bag with a blue ribbon drawstring,
charming.
The Mooncup is an eggcup made of silicone
rubber, it has an inexorable air of sex-toy
about it, definitely not something you would
pick up and examine if someone had left it
lying around. I was disappointed by its lack

of discretion because it's one of the
frustrating things about Tampax, having said
that, you won't be passing your mate your
Mooncup in the pub so what's the matter?
More notable a quality of the Mooncup is the
size. If I met a dick this size I'd think, yeah,
ok, why not, lets rock. Are we absolutely sure
this is the 'B' cup people because oh my god
how baggy will I be down there after I drop a
sprog? I showed it to a mate and she said 'shit
man, I'm leaving this review to you.’ The
instructions say fold in half once, fold again.
It has to be a quarter of the size to get it in;
I find this whole thing a bit of a worry,
but fuck it.
Ok, the first day I'm on, I bottle it; I live with a
boy so I can't discuss the diametrics of the
situation, I'm starting a new job and frankly,
I'm nervous. I'm gonna leave it until the
evening to have a go.
It's the evening and I'm ready. They tell you
in the instructions to cut the tab to size,
but whenever I cut something to size it goes
horribly wrong so for the first outing it's
going in as is.

I fold the cup into four, it doesn't like it, I hold
on tight and jam it up me, it goes in ok and
unfolds immediately, it's surprisingly easy,
but I'm a little drunk which helps. Still, folded
into four it's only slightly bigger than a super
tampon and that ain't too scary.
With the tab at full length the Mooncup is
ever present, I can feel it sticking out when I
walk, but it doesn't hurt and I'm straight to
bed anyway. There's something reassuring
about it being the healthy alternative to
tampons which I don't like sleeping with,
but I do have reservations about what
happens to the contents of the cup when I'm
horizontal, this is a leap of faith so I'm not
going to worry about it.
The next morning it's test time, I reach the
bathroom like an intrepid explorer (hunting
hat and all). I am curious about this thing.
There were a couple of logistical
indiscrepencies in the back of my mind
before I used the Mooncup and I chose to
ignore them until that morning.
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First and foremost, when you put something
into a tube, which is folded into four,
it's going to open up inside you and
presumably, it's going to create a vacuum.
I don't know about you, but a vacuum is the
last thing I want to create in there, it's a world
of trouble I'm familiar with (see 'Is that going
to work?' issue 28).
The first problem I had to deal with was grip.
The string on a tampon is exactly that, string.
The tab on the Mooncup is made from the
same material as the rest of it and silicone
isn't known for good grabbing (issue 28).
There's a moment when I picture myself in
A+E with this fucking tab sticking out of me
and a handsome doctor with a pair of pliers...
Wait, there's a thought, I've got pliers...

The next morning
it's test time,
I reach the bathroom
like an intrepid explorer
(hunting hat and all).

I'm starting to sweat, I really don't want to get
involved with pliers (see 'It was always
gonna happen' issue 28), I haven't even cut
the bastard to size yet. Eventually, a bit
sweaty by this point and aided by a piece of
toilet paper, I get a good grip on the tab,
it takes more than it's worth to get it out and
for fuck sake, it's eight in the morning there's
a whole host of things I'd rather be dealing
with (tea, favourite socks, retard flat mate,
warmth, the time). I pull and pull the tab,
I can feel it just on the inside of me and it
feels big, and wet. Eventually there's this
horrendous sound of (POP) a vacuum being
forced to enter the atmosphere. It was a
POP I had anticipated.What I really, really
didn't want, was over-spill.
My periods are light, especially for the first
day or two, so what I was left with was wholly
unsatisfying. Not something you could
interact with, more that I was covered in,
I couldn't flush it away as the flyer had
suggested. The Mooncup, following the POP,
had splattered my arm with first day period
dark matter, this was starting to become a
dark matter. I do not, basically ever, want a
bodily fluid to splat on me (for 'Exceptions to
the rule' see issue 28) even if it's only on my
arm and I'm in my bathroom, what if this was
Bar 38?

I have my second day in a new job to contend
with and that experience was hard,
uncomfortable, embarrassing, alien and felt
a bit (like) fucking silly. I was ready to throw
in the towel. The thing is, periods felt a bit
like that when they started. Sanitary towels
were a reversion to nappies, tampons were
an invasion of an otherwise invasion free
territory, barbaric, uncomfortable and
outrageous. Anything new you put inside
you, you can expect to have issues with.
For now me and the Mooncup are taking a
break, but I'm not giving up because I
believe in it as a product. I think tampons
have monopolised a market which should
have been constantly re-developing from
the outset.
Mooncup have dedicated assistance in the
form of Donna, the advisor, for all your
Mooncup needs. More than Tampax ever
had, I'm gonna have it out with the Dons,
she's gonna tell me the what for and wear
how and I'm gonna give it the probationary
period it (if only as a concept) deserves.
I'm gonna get back to you, next issue, with as
hard as I can, a glowing report...

!
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Compatibility
Quiz?

?

?

Eating chips
Laughing
Standing up
Lead singer
Going out
Cat
Tits
Dinner and dancing
Tea
Paper, scissors
Home cooking
Getting paid
Noughts
Innocent
People
Men
Meat
Salt
You
Day
Today
Love

â
?

?
?

?

?
?

?

?

?
?

?

?
?

?

?
?
?
?
?

?

?

?

X
X
Love
respe or
ct?
?
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or drinking beer?
or dancing?
or sitting down?
or bass guitar?
or staying in?
or dog?
or arse?
or dinner and a movie?
or coffee?
or stone?
or take away?
or getting laid?
or crosses?
or guilty?
or places?
or women?
or fish?
or sweet?
or me?
or night?
or tomorrow?
or respect?

Freida Peeps

Well there’s a tough one, or should I say a
stupid one, must have been thought up by a
man,I say neither, fuck’em both.

Dr, Beyondo

I’m lucky enough to have been loved, and not
just by my family, but I know I’m nowhere near
as respected. I’m far more lovable than I am
respectable, and I wouldn’t have it any other
way... except I would. Given the choice I
answered Respect... why? Maybe it’s
because the grass is always greener, it’s
probably because I’m a conscientious
objector to the concepts of achievement and
success, and you actually have to earn
respect.
I want to be respected in the same way I’m
loved: With and for no discernible reason,
and with boundless supply. It’s a lot to ask for,
so I don’t.
Ultimately, one should respect Love and love
Respect; one needs the other. In an ideal
world Love and Respect are not mutually
exclusive, but here they are. That’s fine,
as Mel and Kim put it ‘We ain’t never gonna
be respectable.’

Stacey Bacon

I love falling in love, I love being in love. I’m
in love with the idea of love and I’ve got a lot
of it to spread around (take it as you will kids).
I fall in love with people everyday. I’m always
falling in love with the man I’m going to marry
and then he passes me on the street without
so much as a second glance. Give me anyone
with a northern accent and I’m halfway there.
Or 3 pints and a spliff, that’ll do it.
So yeah, I’m a fan of Love.
Love... that yummy feeling in my tummy. But
then again, Respect.That’s pretty important
too. I likes a bit of respect in the morning, or
any other time of day, and to be quite honest I
can’t abide people who don’t respect me,
themselves, or others. I don’t have time for
people I don’t respect. Without respect I
wouldn’t like anyone, but would I still love
them? Maybe. So, on a whim I’ll say Respect...
No, actually I’ll say Love because the world
would be shit without it.

Carmel Downes

Ever heard of a level of respect where you
can’t eat or sleep? Ever respected someone
so much it crippled you? Respect in its purest
form is awe, Love at its purest is purity.
Mutual Respect is polite, mutual Love is
passion. Love is chemical, Respect academic.

X

Love for me thanks.
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TheRapist
Page
by Wendy Dandicat

‘ Binge drinkers can’t cry rape (sic)’? Yes we
fucking can, we just can’t expect the judicial
system to get our backs when we do.When
someone nicked my bike from outside the shop,
I didn’t go to the police because I knew they’d do
fuck all about it, that doesn’t mean it wasn’t a thief
who stole my bike.
The definition of Rape is too strict; I want it
expanded to cover the cosy grey area between
consensual and criminal where these rapists
spend their Saturday nights. Those bastards who
take Taking Advantage to new levels of
unacceptable, the ones that you’ve KB’d often
enough for them to know for damn sure that it’s
fourteen double vodkas letting them carry you
into that cab.
You wouldn’t let me drive a car in this state,
you wouldn’t let me sign my will, you wouldn’t
even let me get a tattoo. Consent to have sex can
only be given by those of sound body and mind,
if you’ve lost your mind, control of your legs and
that geezer is far from sound, the law should
protect you. It doesn’t, but that doesn’t mean
you’re wrong.

at
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Call a rapist a Rapist I say, fuck the law, desensitize
the word and force them to take responsibility for
their actions.Vent spleen on the rapists, you know
who you are, and if you don’t, you’ll know what to
do to avoid a place on this page.You are lucky,
girls and boys, that my desire to include your full
names and phone numbers was overruled by a
small majority of the editorial staff at KB.Very
fucking lucky if you ask me, you didn’t, and that’s
why you’re here...

áRapist A

Once the deed is done, and
despite not being offered
one, he WILL pull the 'I don't
want a serious relationship'
card, adding insult to injury
and leaving you stranded,
confused and fucking furious
in Singleville. He's a cheeky
high-pitched twat.

Danger Rating: Driving
up the M4 on a tricycle.
He'll lull you into a false sense
of security by being a mate,
he'll invite you to parties but
he'll cancel at the last minute
thus making you feel rejected
and therefore attracted to
him, despite the fact that you
find him a bit funny looking
and fancy his flatmate.
When he hears you're across
town and on your nineteenth
Red Stripe he will turn up
uninvited and surprise you
with a well timed snog.. .Be
warned he IS a good kiss.
Unfortunately for you,
thinking you were in safe
hands, your guard is driving
south on an A road and can't
turn back until the next
roundabout which is at least 8
miles past much too late.
Without your express
permission and with no
regard for the fact that you are
totally wasted, Rapist A will
coax you into his cab without
letting you say goodbye to
your friends (leaving you
without the benefit of their
counsel). Your memory of the
sex will be patchy, limited to
embarrassing flashbacks and
the smell of him.

á

you're the first to fall for it for
a while, and arming him with
even more audacity to use on
his next unwitting and
probably unconscious victim.
Smash his face in with a brick.

áRapist C

Danger rating:
An angry toddler with a
Rapist B
wooden spoon.
Danger rating:
They are so easy to spot it's
Walking down a spiral
surprising they're not extinct.
staircase holding scissors
He'll approach you on the
pointing towards you.
dance floor, sit too close to
Short, balding, boring as fuck you on the bus or follow you
two steps behind on your way
and rendered completely
home. In one way or another
useless without his bottle of
Viagra. Rapist B's disguise is he'll open his act with an
cunning. He will break down invasion of your personal
bubble.
your barriers with cocaine
and somehow still manage to You'll know instantly when he
asks your tits for your number
bore you to sleep, then, after
before he asks your face your
shoving a couple of his little
blue friends up his hairy arse, name. He preys on the
will prod you persistently
broken hearted, the polite
with a dick so laughably small and the young, he plays the
you take pity on him and let
odds, the longer it takes for
him enter you. He's texting
you to tell him to fuck the fuck
his friends about it before
off, the more chance he thinks
he's even finished the job,
he has and the harder he is to
making it sound like you
get rid of. He's a good
couldn't get enough. He can't listener but test him.When he
stop grinning when he
asks you to sit on his knee, or
leaves, making you think
go for a walk outside the club,
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or to take you home and fuck
you. Knock him Back.
He will confirm his rapist
status when he calls you a
frigid fucking prick tease
lesbian. He'll leave before
you can laugh in his face and
offer your drink to that
sixteen year old biscuit in the
corner on her own.
Your work here is done.
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fashioned respect, he will be
quite aware of your situation
having carefully gathered the
facts, you are: Not a minor,
strapped for cash, pissed as a
twat and semi-stranded in
central London. I say semistranded because it's never
impossible to get home in
London, there are always
options, stay with a friend,
call in for a lift or, in this case,
share a cab with him. Having
you alone marks the
beginning of phase 2,
innocent at first, forgetting to
detour past your house and
instead reaching his area in
the full knowledge that you've
got £1.50 to your name and
you don't do egg cards. You
don't feel manipulated, yet,
and you end up at his. The
rest, unfortunately, is history.

He will confirm his
rapist status when
he calls you a frigid
fucking prick
tease lesbian .
He'll leave before
you can laugh in
his face and offer
your drink to that
sixteen year old
biscuit in the
corner on her own.

country, or back to yours but
the sofa is taken, you don’t
think twice to offer him the
other side of your bed.
Rapist D
As he strips to his pants and
Danger rating:
dominates the middle of the
The butler in the dining
bed, the conversation flows
room with a candlestick.
but there is a subtle change of
He's a classic. He's a watcher,
tone and you’re suddenly
he's around all night, a friend
much more aware of his
of a friend but they don't see
each other much. He will
dough boy physique and its
offer you protection from the
proximity to you.
goons who've been trying it
Despite the fact that you have
on all night and discuss the
to get up for work in three
merits of the ones who catch
hours, you spend the night
your eye, he's generous and
gripping the edge of the
funny but definitely not your
mattress, aware of every
Rapist E
type. He will show concern
Danger rating: All mouth slight shift of his hand (which
for your wellbeing and make and no pyjamas.
has found its way to your
himself comfortable on the
thigh) and wishing you could
E.You’ve known each other
thin line between 'some guy
for years, there’s never been tell him to fuck off without
you met', and 'filthy fucking
confronting the issue and
a hint of sexual tension and
rapist'. At the end of a long
reacting irrationally to a
you trust him completely
drunken evening, throughout because he’s one of your best harmless grope between
which he will have shown you mates. So, when you’re at
friends, which he’s convinced
little more than good old
exists.
your friends place in the

á

á

In the morning he’s pressed
so close to you that your
choices are to pull into him,
or make him a cup of tea.
There’s still a chance that it’s
you being prudish (you both
know it’s been a while).
When you confront him and
his wandering hands, well
after the event, he doesn’t
apologise, he’s in denial and
he’s mortified that you could
think him capable of such a
thing, let alone tell everyone
you know. You made him sad.
You bitch.

attractive, or being offered a
choice, and you would have
done it either way. You've
been used. She's not over her
ex, isn't interested in what you
do, who you are, or what you
want and she will laugh about
you behind your back. Yeah
she might call you, but only
because she left her lucky
pants on your floor. Never
return the call of the Rapist.

áRapist G

Danger rating:Writer on
a magazine for women who
aren't silly bitches on a diet.
Rapist F
She'll pose as a slut, touch you
Danger rating:
in all the right ways,
Day old sushi.
encourage you to pay for
The 'Went For and Got' Girls. drinks all night on the
They prey on reputation, they premise that she can handle
like conquests and they don't it, she'll kiss you back,
fear rejection, they're
suggest you share a cab to
oblivious to it.. .Dressed to
your house and get naked
rape, attentive, fabulous and
before the kettle's boiled,
by your side all night.
Ready.To. Go.
It makes you feel good,
The following day will
oh yeah baby it does. She's
emerge from drunken stupor
out for one thing, she's just
with little or no recollection of
come off the pill, her libido is events from the night before,
back and it brought its
but instead with an
friends Ready and Able.
overwhelming sense of selfDespite the fact that you don't loathing for which you will be
remember finding her
held entirely responsible.

á

Once she has had time to
recover, will interpret your
actions as something
between 'unfortunate
occurrence' and 'horrific
indignity' and accuse you,
publicly, of being a massive
rapist and an evil
opportunistic prick. Soz.

Kn
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Hi Ladycakes, I’m Problem Page,
the very model of a modern homosexualist here to
give you clear, caring and in depth advice to help
you navigate those sticky moments in life when
you need the experience of a good man, and hey
honey don’t we all need that occasionally.
I’m on the inside
so you don’t have to be.

l
Dear Problem Page,a couple of
weeks ago I walked in on my
mum and dad having sex
doggy style in the kitchen.
Since then I eat out every night
which is really expensive,
and I can’t have sex without
picturing them.

Eric Page. Agony, uncle.

Dear Problem Page,my boyfriend and I
have been together for nearly three
years,at the beginning of this year I got a
new job and a new haircut and have gone
from a size 18 to a size 10.I feel amazing
and have completely changed my
outlook on life.I was fat when I met my
boyfriend and he was the best I could do,
but since my new look,I have been
getting attention from the kind of guys I
only dreamt about before.I love my
boyfriend but I really want to try out
shagging models.How can I get rid of the
boy without being a total bitch?
Well Phoenix,how to rid yourself of those
old tired ashes,I’d suggest you drug him,
drive him to Hull and then leave him there
in a service station dressed in some of your
old Etam frocks with a label on him saying
‘ I suck for toffee’with any luck he’ll be
gang raped by the hells angels and he’ll
never come near you again.Alternatively
you could always sit down and have a
gentle word with him explaining that,
now you’re no longer a fat girl with low
self-esteem you need some hot fit man
action and he’s standing in the way of what
makes you happy,and hey honey child
remind him that love is all about letting go.
He’ll get the hint.

Darlink,darlink,darlink,to think
I have spent valuable time
answering your pathetic
problems rather than gazing
over the lithe oiled and muscled
form of my new Cuban
gardener.Oh well.Yours is a
simple solution.Get Anorexic
and Get a Puppy.

Dear Problem Page,my
girlfriend has lost loads
of weight and now she’s
fit but she’s a total bitch,
what can I do?
Dear Piggy,there are
plenty of fat girls with low
self esteem out there just
gagging to cook and clean
the skid marks off your
underpants whilst being
so very very grateful to
you for loving them,dump
her,move on and make
another lardarse’s day.

Disliking your
friends is a
phase, hating
them is a
lifestyle.
Give into it
darlink and
become a man.

Dear Problem Page,my boyfriend
has a split personality,I like them
both so it wasn’t a problem but now
one of them keeps dumping me and
the other is trying to make the
relationship more serious,it’s
bizarre...
Time to play Miss Hot-Cold then I
think.But just to make it more
interesting for you both,be a mixer tap.

õ

Girls Girls Girls...
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by Frieda Peeps

2
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Come now, it doesn't have to be this way,
I know your pointy shoes are empowering
but you could use that power to make
the world a nicer place to be...

It's not my fault that you're gorgeous.
You're fit, and yeah I know all the guys say
that, but it should make you happy,
because they mean it and they like you.
The ones who just watch you walk by,
walk by them yeah, don't let their eyes
slow you down, they only want to help
really. And that one who didn't stop for
you, it's not because they don't think you're
pretty, it's because yesterday, someone
didn't stop for them, let the recompense
stop here. Smile back, don't roll your eyes,
you look good. Yeah you care about your
image, but being good to look at, it's not
enough, not for me anyway.
Yeah you'll get away with it because
no-ones gonna get in the way of them
lashes. You can get anyone to do anything,
and you're fearless because the only
people who can touch you, want to,
all over. With your great figure comes
great responsibility, use it to make bad
people do good things. Just because your
shoes are sharp, don't mean you stab me
with them yeah.

Please and Thank you don't cost much and
yo, you shop at Waitrose, you can afford it.
Leave the Cosmo in you at home, or better
still, let it out, give it a slap and recycle it.
Being beautiful and cool and popular,
you can get all that by being nice to
people, and just because you got it
without trying, all the good stuff on a silver
spoon and never had to ask twice,
it doesn't mean it's yours to keep. Share it
with us yeah, spread the wealth, do it with
your beautiful smile, and your eyeliner,
paint it on with blusher brushes and
colour it in with lipstick. Bring some
colour to my Monday morning yeah, it's
easy and it's free and you got plenty.

.

With your
great figure
comes great
responsibility,
use it to make
bad people do
good things

Hold that order of attitude yeah, save your
sass. Excuse me, sorry, after you, that stuff,
it makes me like us both more.
Get out the loop girls girls girls, the world
is yours, play with it, make something
good, you have the power now, you don't
have to be one of THEM, you can be one of
us, and we have a good time yeah.

È

What’s better, a KB text or no text at all?

ò
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Cancer

Capricorn

Uh oh, one in three people will be
affected by something stupid
you’ll decide to do regardless of the
planets.

You’re communication zone is on
secondment so you’re probably finding
it hard to control your *furry tongue.
*See Adverts (Bifidus digestivum)

Leo

Pisces

Congratulations.
Everything you touch solid gold.

If it isn’t already,
it won’t be long.

$

q

You’re late, it’s a pity.

Same old, same old.
Carry on regardless.

Aries

What’s going on back there?
Lose the madness and retreat from
your cool, nothing bad will happen.
Don’t get that haircut but tell your
partner to.

Ñ

Aquarius

Libra

Virgo

r

Stop talking, you’re repeating yourself
and it wasn’t funny the first time.

~

Scorpio

õ

You’re nervous and that’s fair
enough because you’re inadequate.

Taurus

\

How could you forget me?
I never stopped loving you.

®

Gemini

Get off that diet and get on with your
life, listen up, being a two faced
bitch is only a temporary solution,
and they’re better at it,
so fuck them anyway.

Young black & white magazine
WLTM women who can read
for friendship & maybe more.
Must have GSOH & 1st Class stamp.

e

You wanna do our pr?
You wanna help us print in colour?
You wanna send us something?
You wanna get involved?
You wanna pay for us to do stuff?
What do you want from us?

a
Name:
Contact details:

Sagittarius

Either you already have,
or you’re about to meet a very astonishing,
beautiful and interesting Leo. Let her touch you
and you will find your existence resembling
solid gold. Lucky you.

KB 127-129 Commercial Road, E1 1PX
info@KnockBack.co.uk
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2BKB possess at least two of the qualities from the
right hand column, and no more than one from the left.

SILLY

FUNNY

BITCH

INTELLIGENT

ON A DIET

BEAUTIFUL

The views expressed in KnockBack © are those of the contributors and are as such
shared by the magazine and it’s staff. All rights reversed.
All or part of this publication may be reproduced
with or without permission from the publishers.

K
It's been too long,
No going back,
Same old song,
Brand new track.

N
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